Reimagine tax and procurement

Taking an integrated approach to help provide new P2P value
Inefficient procure-to-pay (P2P) processes can
have a huge impact on your organization’s tax
profile and your bottom line. Business complexity,
information inaccuracies, and a lack of insights
can lead to indirect tax overpayments or
underpayments while also consuming inordinate
amounts of employee time. An increasingly
competitive business environment demands
greater simplicity and greater integration at the
intersection of tax and procurement.

SOLUTIONS IN SIGHT
SAP® Ariba® offers a suite of cloud solutions directed at
transforming spend management. Indirect tax is an important
aspect of purchases, developing a cost-effective, automated,
and tax compliant indirect tax solution is vital. By aligning such
a solution with your business processes—as part of a procureto-pay transformation— you can realize tax efficiencies, reduce
the risk of noncompliance, identify opportunities, improve P2P
processes, and help reduce the costs associated with complex
industry-specific global indirect taxes.

POTENTIAL RESULTS WHEN YOU WORK WITH DELOITTE
Eliminate manual work, reduce tax compliance related
costs, and mitigate risks by automating indirect tax
determination and processes

CAPABILITIES AT THE READY
How can you begin to transform the spend
management picture when it comes to
indirect tax challenges? Deloitte can help
you reimagine tax and procurement. Our
team deeply understands the importance
of addressing tax as part of a broader
P2P program, bringing a spectrum of
skills that can help you move forward with
confidence. Here are some areas in which
we can help.

Defining indirect tax requirements and
streamlining tax policy application in SAP
Ariba
Embedding tax processes and automation
into your P2P program
Data integration between a P2P digital
procurement system and indirect tax
software
Configuring indirect tax software to
generate taxability decisions, rather than
relying on employees and manual processes
to determine the taxability of purchases

Sales and use tax recovery studies to
provide an additional source of funding
for projects, identifying areas for
improvement to help you avoid recovery of
overpaid tax in the future
End-to-end tax process optimization
to provide visibility into the full cost of
purchases—to help manage suppliers’
expectations and reduce overall indirect tax
variances
Automating the posting of tax liabilities
into your core financial system

Generate reports for expected and actual taxes to
support regulatory demands as well as business
decision-making
Know the total spend amount including tax before you
issue a purchase order, helping suppliers identify what
tax is expected and enhancing invoice reconciliation
processes
Reduce tax leakage including overpayments,
underpayments, and time spent on indirect tax recovery
activities
Get a more complete picture of indirect tax throughout
your P2P lifecycle and enable a traceable, standardized
process for indirect tax reporting to authorities
Improve supplier relations with more accurate indirect
tax processes to assist with more timely payments

Integrating tax and P2P activities

Let’s talk

As the speed, transparency, and seamless interactions between customers
and suppliers continue to increase, simplifying tax processes in your
P2P activities can provide a better supplier relationship experience and
create a competitive advantage. With new integrated capabilities enabled
by SAP Ariba cloud solutions, you can bring a new level of automation,
efficiency, accuracy, and insights to your business. Deloitte—a leader in tax,
procurement modernization, SAP technology enablement, and business
transformation—can help.

If simplifying the growing complexities of indirect tax and spend management
is a priority for your organization, we should talk. The Deloitte team can help
you reimagine tax and procurement and find new opportunities for value if
you’re choosing SAP technology.
Contact us to get additional insights on how we can help you deploy SAP
Ariba solutions to get ahead of global indirect tax reporting requirements, to
schedule a demo, or to discuss a specific challenge your organization faces.
Contacts

DISCOVER THE DELOITTE DIFFERENCE
With thousands of tax practitioners and SAP specialists around the globe, Deloitte can
bring a spectrum of skills and capabilities to your global indirect tax-related challenges.
What is it like to work with Deloitte? Here’s a look at what we can bring to transform your
business and provide tax technology solutions to complex tax challenges.
A broad, “business first” approach to
transformation—to help identify tax
requirements across your enterprise and
determine whether tax technologies are
aligned with business processes

End-to-end design, development, and
deployment capabilities for embedding
automated indirect tax processes across
an integrated SAP Ariba environment

Industry-specific experience, innovative
templates, and proprietary accelerators that
can help you realize tax value sooner

Leadership recognized by SAP, with four
2018 SAP® Pinnacle Awards, including
Partner of the Year for SAP Ariba

One of the largest and longest standing
tax technology practices in the market.
Our Tax Management Consulting
professionals are recognized for their
highly valued combination of tax technical
and tax technology knowledge

Global reach, with 18,500 professionals
focused on SAP solutions
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